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Finding Irene- searching through music
Finding Irene shall draw listeners into Emily’s intimate journey that began after the death of her husband. The album explores memories and loss while
owning a strong emphasis on both resilience and
hope. The manner in which the songs are written,
produced and delivered make this a truly touching,
relatable and entertaining album.
Emily poeticised her journey
The metaphorical title Finding Irene represents Emily’s search to extract meaning from her tragedy,
“Finding some way of rediscovering myself and
moving forward with hope and positivity.” This
journey is tracked-out through the album in a way
in which listeners may travel aside.
An ever-present undercurrent of profound emotion
The songwriting is truthful, often painful and always heartfelt. Emily writes from a place most dare
not go. The delivery is made especially compelling
by Emily’s incomparable voice- pitch perfect and
strong with an ever-present undercurrent of smacking emotion. The mood changes brilliantly, track to
track providing variety!
Emily’s voice- a sonic catharsis
Finding Irene was produced by renowned German
musician, producer, label owner and rock-radio
personality, Jørg Klein.
He feels, “Emily’s powerful voice in lyrical and
sonic catharsis traverses the genres of rock, classic
and southern rock, country and soul, with songs
that engage the mind stir feelings and combine to
make an Album with great genre variety.”

Each song has impact
Finding Irene is a very combustible, heart-afflicting
album with some throwdowns of more lively tunes
that detail fun memories.
Emily shares, “I cry a little each time I hear the
song, “Petal of a Rose,” because it is so personal
while the song, “Trouble,” just makes me want to
dance!”
Jørg Klein changed up his plans
Jørg had no initial plan to create a full album. He
commented, “It just evolved as we went along, Jørg
continued, “I was really impressed by the resilience
and the strength Emily has by which she channels
her energy into beautiful songs.”
A true standout album
Producer, Jørg Klein played all of the instruments
on the album including: violin, brass, electric and
resonator guitars, bass, and drums. His impeccable
choices, playing and arranging helped ensure this
album stands out.
Blue torch Radio pre-release Review
(bluetorchradio.com )

Some of the songs on Finding Irene have been spun
on radio, like Christmas presents that had to be
opened early! One such station was Blue Torch
Radio. Not only were some of the songs played, the
station also posted a grand Review.
Here is one line that nails a most prominent element of the album: The Reviewer commented, “
Finding Irene provides the unmistakable voice of
Emily – she is soothing and sings with absolute
authority ... her voice is rock powerful, yet conveys
emotion and meaning.”
Another Radio Host “Blown away!”
On December 11, 2021 Chris Gregory, presenter at
South Devon Radio, recently premiered some of the
album. He said he was, “Blown away, the first time
he heard it!” Chris stated, “This album reaches

out across all genres and I would recommend it to
anyone!”
Emily Glazener, stage stunner and audience engager shall tour in 2022
This album shall spread throughout genre preferences on radio and with fans.
Finding Irene is going to become very popular, very
quickly. Expect the country music world to jump in
hard!
Emily shall also be touring the US in 2022 and England to masses of excited crowds.
She is a genuine and bad-ass performer who loves
the audience.
Ends. ~Mary Wood
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